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Abstract 

Air hoists atv widely mvd in handing of heavy 
materia& in inhsty. Comntional air hoists necessitate 
the operation of manual switches for vertical motion, 
thus the operator hm a di&ulty in operating of the 
switches and handling of material at a time. To 
overcome such d@cul@, this study develops a 
pneumatic control circuit for weightless material 
handling with air hoists. The pneumatic circrrit 
memonks the weight of load in terms of a pneumatic 
pressure. The pressure is then used as a fiedback 
signal to achieve weightless handling of matmkzk. To 
&monstrate the eflectiveness of the proposed pneumatic 
circuit, handling forces and the response of the ystem 
for various material weights are examined through a 
series of experiments. The results show that the 
proposed pneumatic circuit for air hoists can be used 
in material handling with small manual operation 
force. 

1. htluduction 

compressed air has been widely used in wide m g e  
F engineering fields such as mining, conshuction, and 
armfacturing. Air hoists transform the energy of 
pmpressed air into mechanical energy, which enables 
: hoists to lift heavy materials In gem compressed 
has pmpeIties of low density, high comp=ii, 

and Low respo~lse.[l] Also, dynamic behavior of 
compressed air takes highly nonlinear characteristic 
redtilug in the difficulty of modelliog and analysis.[2] 
on the other hand the energy of compressed air canbe 
easily stonxl due to its high compressibility. Also, 
pneumatic actuators are safer than both hydraulic ones 
and ellect~id ones in that they have no danger of oil 
leakage, fire and electrical shock. 

Currentty, “allyqmited air boists adopts a 
pneumatic cylinder type or an air motor type. Some 
cykkr-type air hoists uses weight4da“g mechanism 
that operates only when a material is loaded and lifted 
Such <air hoists require d operation of switches for 
ascendliag and descending motion. In this case, the 
operator should handle the load ami operate the switch 
at a l k  with his hands. Such manual operation may 
cause danger especially when k?ndlmg a big and heavy 
material; the material can be tilted and dropped due to 
its instability. Thedore, it is necessary to develop a 
weightless material-- system that ebinates the 
opedon of upldown switches to ovemme such danger. 
The weightless hanrlling meam achievement of balanciog 
between tbe weight of load and the pmnnatic p m  
oftheairhoist. 

Up to now, some methods for balancing have been 
repofid an active gravity compeflsation me-31, a 
counter mass r n e c ~ 4 ] - [ 6 1 ,  a spring mechanism [61, 
and a p”mtic cylinder mecbanismc7]. The air hoist 
used, a kind a pneumatic cylinder, is “Aly operated, 
thus ii fuuy automatic balancing mechanism cannot be 
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applied. Also, the air hoist uses onty compressed air, 
thus it is strongly recommended that a pure p n e d c  
contml circuit should be developed 

For such purpose, this study aims to develop a 
pneumatic circuit for weightless control of air hoists 
using c o m p d  air. With the pneumatic circuit, 
manual operation is p e r f o d  through tlnee modes: 
clamp mode, balaece mode aod unclanp, mode. To 
m e  a material f" a place to mther place, the 
opemr should pmiously clamp the material to a 
clamp jig by opemting a switch When the clamp 
switch is on, the fht mode, clarnp mode, is activate4 
compressed air is cbarged into the clamp cylinder and 
the air hoist SucceSSively to move the noaterial upward 
As soon as the clamp switch is off, the balamhg mode 
is activated; the pneumatic circuit memorizes the weight 
of load through feedback of the pneumatic pre- in 
the air hoist, Such memory of the material weigh is 
then used for achieving weightless material handlrng 
with a P-P (Pneumatic-to-Pneumatic) pmportional valve. 
In this mode, the operator can move the material 
upwad or downwad with d manual fonx. The 
unclamp mode is activated when the unchmp switch is 
on; the material is safely unloaded f" the jig only 
after tbe c o m p d  air is fidly discharged fiom the air 
hoist- 

To demonstme the ef€ect.iveness of tbe proposed 
circuit, handling foKes and the response of the system 
for various material weights are examined through a 
series of experiments. The results show that the 
proposed pneumatic circuit for air hoists can be used 
in material hading with small manual opemion 
force. 

Rail system 

Air hoist 

Fig. 1. The air hoist system 

Wire 

Load 

2. Air Hoist System and the Control Circuit 

2.1 Air Hoist System 

Air hoist system consists of the rail system, the air 
hoist, the Wire, and the clamp jig as shown in Fig. 1. 
Tbe rail system is a guide for the air hoist to move 

in the horizontaI direction The clap jig, 
CO- to the air hoist with a steel Wire, tixes a 
material to be moved. The air hoist, shown in Fig. 2, 
is an actuator which tmsforms th: energy of 
c o m p d  air into mechanical energy. Compressed air 
is charged into the housing of the air hoist, atul pushes 
the piston with a pneumatic presswe. The horizontal 
motion of the piston is transformed into mtation of the 

ball screw fixed to the housing. Finally, the reel 
mtation winds the wire to lift the load. When 
c o m p d  air is discharged from the air hoist, the load 
is lowered by its own weight 

The payload of the air hoist is dependent on its 
dimension and the pneumatic pressure. The reel is 
regardedasathreadwiththeefkti~ediameterd~and 
the pitch t. When neglecting friction between all 
compolleI1%, the lluxhum payload w,, is evaluated 
by 

Re& which is CO- to the nut Iotated around the 

dI2- dZ2) 

W ~ S  P is the PRX- Of ~ ~ ~ ~ s s e d  air, dl is the 
inside diameter of the housing, and d2 is the outside 
diameter of the ball screw. Given the dimension of the air 
air hoist shown in Table 1 and supply pressure 6 bar, the 
maximum payload is calculated as 780N. 

z 'L - t 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the air hoist 
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Table 1. The dimmion of the air hoist (mm) 

1 25 I 128 39 I 

2.2 Pneumatic circuit for weightless control 

The p " a t i c  circuit for weightless material 
hanming is to be developed in such a way that the 
Circuit keeps tmck of the p m m  of compressed air of 

to the weight of load thmughout the lmdling operation 
To this end, three operation modes are in"i for 
weightless materhl hadling clamp mode, balance mode 

and the operation modes are shown in 
Fig. 3. 

theairhoist,and" the pressure cOneSpOnding 

and Unclamp mode. The sequence of material handling 

221. climp rm& 

prior to moving a materhl f" a place to another 
place, the opemtor should fix the material to a clamp 
jig by ope- a manual switch When the clamp 
switch is 04 the clamp mode is activated. In this 
mode, CO- air is chalged into the clamp cylinder 
and the material to be moved is clamped Tbeq 
coq- air mccesively charged into the air hoist to 
liftthematerial. 

222 &Ilmra? ntode 

As soon as the clamp switch is off, the bahcing 
mode is activated The pressure in the air hoist is fed 
back to a P-P p"atic-to-P"atic) pmportional 

Clamp on Clamp off Unclamp on Unclamp off 

(Push) (Release) (Push) (Release) 

Clamp Balance Unclamp 

Loading Handling Unloading 

Fig. 3. The dationship between the material h a d b g  
sequence and the opemtion modes 

valve via pilot port of the valve. Appmximately, the 
pneumatic p m  "xpods to the weight of the 
material. Tbe P-P valve plays a role tbat the outlet 
pressuw is the same as the pilot pressure. Thus, in this 
mode, balancing between the weight of the material and 
the plessule in the air hoist is achieved. The4 the 
operator can weightlessly move the material upward or 
dowmvard 

223 undhnq, mode 

The uuclamp mode is activated when the uuclamp 
switch is on In this mode, the compressed air is 
discharged from the air hoist to unload the material. If 
the material is to be unchped under high pressure of 
the air hoist, weight balance is destmyed at that 
moment for the air hoist to abrupt€y move upward. To 
prevertt this undesirable opemtion, this mode adopts a 
safe function with which the material is safely 
Unclanaped from the jig only after the compressed air is 
fuuy tiischarged f" the air hoist 

224. pneumahc -cruit 

To implement the weightless CO-1 of the air hoist, 
a pmlmatic circuit is desi@ with consideration of the 
three opemion modes. The pneumatic Circuit, shown in 
Fig. 4, is classified into two parrs: the balancing control 
circuit at the upper and the c- circuit at the 
lower. 

The air hoist, a kind of pnetmaic cylinder, in the 
figm plays a role of the main actuator. The dinxtion 
of tk air hoist motion is coIltrolled by a 3 D - w  
valve. The pressure of the air hoist is controlled by a 
P-P @eumatic-to-Peewnatic) proportional valve, the 
essential component to achieve weightless handling. 
After the clamp mode, the pilot pressure remains 
unchanged, because compnssed air is completely closed 
by the two Y2-way valves eacent to the P-P valve. 
The P P  valve consists of three ports : an inlet port, an 
outlet poa aud a pdot port. The pilot port, colllpected to 
the air supply port of the air hoist, plays a role of 
sensing a feedbadc p", then the p" of the 
outlet port is regulated to be the same as the pilot 
pressme as long as the inlet pressure is higher than the 
pilot pressure. Thus, the pressure of the air hoist, 
comqlomiiog to the weight of the 1- remains 

controllling the direction of vertical motion of the air 
hoist, opeos to cormect the air line between the P-P 
&e and the air hoist in both the clamp mode and the 
balamx: mode. In the uaclamp mode, the valve 
discomoects the air line so that c o m p d  air is 

COIISWUI during the balance mode. The 3/2-~ay valve, 
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discbarged from the air hoist. 
In the pneumatic c h i t ,  a pressure regdating valve 

is used This vahre is activated in the "p mode. 
The pwetting pressure of the valve is pmiously 
&&mined in such a manner that the pmsure should 
conespolld to the weight of the jig without load. Thus, 

of the jig and the pnessure of the air hoist is achieved. 
The lower part of the figwe, c k " p  c im% 

consists of a clamp valve, an unclamp valve, and a 
clamp cylinder. As explained d e r ,  a safety d v e  in 
unchp is used for both gumtee of safe d o a d  of 
materials and protection of abrupt ascending of the air 
hoist. 

since unclamp mode, the balancii between the weight 

[Balancing 

d [Clamplunclamp circuit] 

Fig. 4. Pneumatic control circuit for 
WeiglItleSs cOm1 of the air hoist 

3. Experiments 

3.1 Experimental setup 

To show the e&cliveeness of tbe proposed pneUmatic 
circuit, a series of expehents are canid out for an 

7OON, and weights of load lOON to 5OON are applied 
to the air hoist ami coml chcuit. In this expeimenb, 

pressllre change in the air hoist are examined 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. TO 

obtain the data, the setup includes an encoder, ADC's 
(Aaalog-to-Digital Converters), amplifiexs, pressure 
sensors, a force sensor, and a velocity sensor. 

air hoist. The maxi" payload of the air hoist is 

hading forces at various weights of load and the 

Fig. 5. Schematic dhg" of the experimental setup. 

3.2 Experiment results and discussions 

Using the pneumatic circuit for weightless control of 
an air hoist, a series of experiments are carried out, and 
the results are descnkd as follows: 

3.2.1 I k w u e  for bolmrcing of load 

Fjxstly, the pressm range for balancing of various 
weights of load is examkd. Thus obtained presswe 

regdating valve, shown in Fig. 4. Fig.6 shows the 
pressure range obtaioed at each load. It can be seen 
f" the figure tbat 1.2 to 2.4 bar should be required 
for balancing of 2OON-weight load. The higher the load 

range is applied to the filial setting of the p r e m  

becomes, so does the pilot pIcsslm. The lange of the 
maxi" pilot pressure and the minimum ooe comes 
f" the nonheaity of the system: fiction of piston 
and cylinder, compnxsiiility, valve nonbmity, and so 
on If p m  is set to high under a balancing range, 
the bandling force for upward motion is lower than the 
one for downward motion, and vice versa 
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Fig. 6. Pilot pressure range for hading weights. 

3.2.2 Bessm change m nmteriol hading 

in presm of the control circuit and air hoist for the 
using the p d c  circuit thus desi& cbanges 

mdsecl 

(a) Velocity pattem in handling of 200N load 

(b) PR- changes 

Fig. 7. The velocity profile and pressure changes for 
200N weight in the pneumatic circuit 

various weights of load are examined with the load 
~ ~ D U & Y  moving under three operation modes. The 
results for a low load of 200N are shown ia Fig. 7(a) 
and 7(b); Fig. 7(a) SbDWs the velocity change in 
bandli of the load, while Fig. 7(b) shows the pressure 
changes under the velocity palkm In the Figs 7(a) and 
8(a), the positive velocity qnesents the ascedug 
motion, while the negative one means the descending 
motioa 'Ihe velocily pattern during the clamp mode and 
unchmp mode d t s  from the related switch opemtion, 
while the pattern during the balance mode results from 
mauuid hadling by the ope". The results for a high 
load of 4OON are shown in Fig. 8(a) and 8@); Fig. 
8(a) shows the velocity change, and Fig. 8(b) shows the 
pressllre C i m g e s .  

Tlle results shows tkit during the clamp operation 
the weight of load is memorized in terms of a pressure 
by the P-P pmptional valve, as shown by the pilot 
pres" The pilot pressure inCreaSes gradually during 
the clamp mode, and remains unchanged during the 

(a) Velocity pattem in hading of 400N load 

bar) I 

(b) h.essure changes 

Fig. 8. The velocity profile and pressure changes for 
400N weight in the pneumatic circuit 
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I L o a d N  1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 5 0 0 1  

Haorlling 
force 0 

Min 34 40 55 74 89 
MX 50 70 95 114 125 

balance mode. When the unclamp mode starts, the pilot 
presswe decreases rapidly. It can be seen that, during 
the clamp mode, the time for the pilot pressure to lise 
to steady state becomes long if the weight of load 
increases. Also, the higher the weight of load becomes, 
so does the pilot pressure. 

Dmbg the balance mode, the pilot p m  is 
shown to remain co- since the pilot pres- to 
the P-P valve is prese~ed from the start of the balance 
mode, as described in the previous section. However, 
the pressure of the clamp cylinder is momentarily 
decreased when the load is lifted This is because air 
supply line is co- through the air hoist and the 
clamp cylinder. 

The unclamp mode starts when the unclamp valve is 
o p e d  It can be seen that the pnxme of the air 
hoist de" graduauy from the start of the unclamp 
mode. When the p m  of the air hoist drops to a 
low plesme$ the p lesm of the clamp cylinder 
becomes low inrmecbate . ly; p e n  the air of the air hoist 
is completely clidmgd unclamplog . starts.Accordingly 
the safety in unclamp operation is guaranteed 

3.23. foraar al vmioJls neigh 

Dming the balance mode, manual force is needed to 

hadling forces obtained are shown in Table 2. The 
table shows that the manual hanrfiing force is 
approximately proportional to the weight of load, a d  
takes about 20 to 30 percent of the weight The manual 
hadling force results from the fiiction of the system. 

It can be concluded fiom the experiments tbat the 
proposed pneumatic circuit can be used for air hoists 
in mated had& with a smaU mauual operation 
force. Also, the pneumatic circuit guarrmtees safety in 
unclamp operation 

lift and lower the load. Through e x p e m  the 

4. Conclusion 

This study proposed a pneumatic control circuit 
for air hoists to achieve weightless material h?ndlitlg. 
The. pneumatic circuit m e m o W  the weight of 
ma&M through feedback of pneumatic pressure in 

the air hoist. Such memory of the material weight is 
then used for achieving weightless material handling. 
With the proposed pneumatic circuit, weightless 
material handling is achieved through three operation 
modes: clamp mode, balancing mode, and unclamp 
mode. During the clamp mode, a material to be 
handled is fixed to a clamp jig, then the weight of 
load is memorized by a P-P proportional valve 
through feedback of the pressure in the air hoist. At 
balance mode, load can be lifted or lowered with 
small manual operation force. Unclamp opemion can 
safely unload the material after examining sufficient 
discharge of compressed air from the air hoist 

Through a series of experiments, handlinp forces 
and the response of the system for various material 
weights were examined The results of the 
experiments show that the pneumatic control circuit 
can be used for air hoists in material handling with a 
small manual operation force. 
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